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TIKTAALIK Autopro Wireless Android Auto / Apple Carplay Adapter (black)
Do you spend a lot of time on the road? Give yourself full comfort and use the Tiktaalik Auto Pro adapter to connect wirelessly to your
car. Use the Car Play function and make your car display your personal command center. With the adapter, you can use your phone's
functions without having to take it out of your pocket. The product is compatible with Android 12/ iOS 10 or later and supports fast and
wireless connection to Android Auto and Apple Car Play.  It  supports Bluetooth 5.0 technology,  operates in the 2.4 GHz WiFi  band and
works with popular apps such as Netflix and YouTube. The product features a compact design, so it won't take up much space.
 
Operation without unnecessary cables
Did  you  forget  the  cable?  Or  are  you  in  a  hurry  and  don't  have  time  to  connect  to  Car  Play?  The  Tikaalik  adapter  will  solve  these
problems once and for all. All you have to do is connect it to the USB port with the cable you will find in the kit and pair your phone with
it.  From now on,  your  devices  will  connect  automatically  as  soon as  you enter  the  car.  You no longer  need to  pull  out  your  phone to
access its functions.
 
Use as you like
The Tiktaalik wireless adapter is a multifunctional tool with which driving will not only be easier, but also more enjoyable. For example,
you can conveniently turn on navigation from the car screen, without having to take out your phone and mount it in the holder. You can
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also conveniently turn on music and, if necessary, make a call or send a message with the help of a voice assistant. Carrying demanding
passengers for whom a long trip in a car seat is a torment? Turn the screen into a private cinema and turn on a cartoon on Netflix to
make the trip go by faster for them.
 
Reliable connection
Use Car Play wirelessly and enjoy stable operation without interference. Auto Pro supports Bluetooth 5.0 technology and can operate in
the  2.4  GHz  band,  so  you  can  forget  about  annoying  wiring.  What's  more,  the  use  of  smart  technologies  allows  you  to  prevent  your
smartphone from being discharged. If you leave the vehicle and forget about your phone, Auto Pro will automatically turn off the power
to avoid wasting its energy. The product works with iOS and Android (10s/12 and later, respectively), making it widely compatible.
 
Thoughtful design
The equipment is distinguished by its small size and minimalist design, so it won't take up much space in your car, and you won't have
any problems transporting and storing it. A quad-core processor and large RAM and ROM are responsible for fast, lag-free operation, and
the safety of  use is  confirmed by a number of  certificates with which Auto Pro has been marked (KC,  FCC, CE and ROHS and TELEC).
That's not all! There is also an additional USB port at your disposal, which will allow you to display your own videos and photos on the
screen. Check out how convenient it is!
 
Included
Tiktalik Auto pro adapter x 1
USB-A to USB-C cable x 1
USB-C to USB-C cable x 1
User manual x 1
Manufacturer
Tiktaalik
Model
Auto pro
Processor
Quad-core RK3328, 1.8 GHz
DDR operating memory
2G
EMMC Flash internal memory
8G
WiFi
802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ax, 2.4G & 5G wifi 6
Bluetooth version
Bluetooth 5.0
USB
128G
Features
CarPlay wireless support, Android Auto wireless support, Phone Mirroring support, Split Screen function.
Carplay function recognition time
3 seconds
Compatibility
Vehicles that support Wired Car Play ; iOS 10s and later / Android 11 and later systems
Operating environment
-20℃ - 65℃
Dimensions
85 x 58 x 17 mm
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Weight
65 g

Preço:

Antes: € 128.0061

Agora: € 114.00

Atividades e lazer, Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Acessórios
Automóvel, Other, Bezprzewodowy moduł CarLink, Android Auto
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